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Using this new approach ... fifth gene. In another case study, researchers used the method on an individual with a complex neurodevelopmental disorder and found the disease was caused by a new ...
New method helps identify rare genetic disease that affects brain development
A polygenic risk score (PRS) may be useful for predicting the onset and progression of adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS), according to a study published online June 22 in the Journal of Bone and ...
Genetic Risk Score May Predict Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis
You could say there are a 'crapload' of viruses in the human gut. Luckily, most of these do not attack our cells, but instead feed on bacteria.
We found more than 54,000 viruses in people’s poo — and 92% were previously unknown to science
Ovarian cancer is the fifth most common cancer in women ... of developing ovarian cancer due to an identified genetic mutation differing from those for women with a family history of the disease. This ...
Ovarian Cancer Screening Guidelines
G-Eazy and FlowerShop co-founders Isaac Muwaswes and Gabriel Garcia joined us to chat ahead of their first official flower drop next month.
G-Eazy and FlowerShop* Team Talk Hype and Flame
Fishman’s Pulmonary Diseases and Disorders, 5th ed ... is devoted to the genetic, cellular, structural, and physiologic basis of normal lungs and during injury and repair. The third part has chapters ...
Fishman’s Pulmonary Diseases and Disorders, 5th Edition
the researchers developed an approach that could produce more hemoglobin through a single vector. The results were published in Haematologica. Sickle cell disease and beta-thalassemia are genetic ...
Researchers develop proof-of-concept treatment that elevates adult and fetal hemoglobin
A technique for labeling and retrieving DNA data files from a large pool could help make DNA data storage feasible. On Earth right now, there are about 10 trillion gigabytes of digital data, and every ...
High Capacity DNA Data Storage: Could All Your Digital Photos Be Stored As DNA?
Richard Buggs explores the genetic basis for resistance to fungal ash dieback disease in ash trees. The resulting genomic predictions have huge positive implications for the use of the data to inform ...
Understanding the role of genetic resistance in the UK ash tree population
Researchers at Children's Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP) have developed a proof-of-concept treatment for ... the researchers developed an approach that could produce more hemoglobin through ...
Researchers develop proof-of-concept treatment for blood disorders
Sickle cell disease (SCD) is the most common deadly genetic disorder ... Children's Research Hospital has now demonstrated a base editing approach that efficiently corrects the mutation underlying ...
Genetic base editing treats sickle cell disease in mice
Our sequenced courses combine scientific and quantitative concepts and skills with critical perspectives from the social sciences, arts, and design. Our unique approach enables you ...
Eugene Lang College of Liberal Arts
(Nasdaq: OPGN, "OpGen"), a precision medicine company harnessing the power of molecular diagnostics and informatics to help combat infectious disease, today announced that its subsidiary Ares Genetics ...
OpGen Group Company Ares Genetics Presents at AWS and Twist Bioscience Webinars
Scientists at Jerusalem’s Hebrew University have managed to genetically engineer a potato to glow in a particular color when it is feeling under the weather. Like humans, plants suffer stress if ...
Potatoes that glow when stressed: Scientists tap into tubers in trouble
Today, the CF Foundation announced a new collaboration with venture creator Deep Science Ventures, focused on uncovering and designing new technologie ...
CF Foundation Launches New Collaboration With Deep Science Ventures to Overcome Challenges to Developing Genetic Therapies for CF
Instead of using monoclonal antibodies as treatment (which aren’t as direct or precise in their targeting), Aro uses an RNA-based approach ... of concept in human trials — one for genetic ...
NextUp: The UCity Biotech Company Using Tissue-Targeting Technology to Deliver Genetic Medicine
An improved approach ... concept safely and effectively into additional preclinical studies, with the eventual goal of reaching patients. Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard. (2021, June 3 ...
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